No stories for happy senior

by Claudette Schack

In spite of the fact that I have been tossed into a melting pot of emotions, I find that the juniors and sophomores, I am a happy senior. I am aware that all around me stands the ecstasies of humanity, the sewn-together, unformed, unorganiz- ed. I may be unique but even when I am torn to pieces, halved by homework, and in general, shriveled and dismembered, I am still not worried. I wonder why I think that this may be my best year yet.

My only reason is that my courses are quite pleased with my schedule and I hope to go into Columbia next year.

The simple fact is--I have no complaints.

Surely I am a noisy, I like music.

The hawks are crowding, too, but I like crowds.

We have a lot of homework.
Now I don’t care for work (of any kind) but it’s really fun to see which ridiculous answers

by David Tidwell

"Good, gentle youth, tempt not a desperate man," says Gerald Fishier to Richard Cunningham upon his arrival in the freshmen office for the fourth consecutive time with an unexplained absence.

"You’re not so young," he says, "you’ve got the west in your veins."

Dedication to students entering Miss Irene Barron’s room on top day: "Get ye therefore, poor miserable wretches, to your death."

by Louie Turner

Well, here we go again! Now that school is hitting on all 16 cylinders, it’s hard to keep from getting excited. Expecting between getting to classes early and starting to experience the days when AU meetings are to be held, all the other classes and one things, seems like there are lots of people that is to be a waking alarm clock.

Tired of the everyday grind, you just want to get away from it all! Well, just follow KING PHARES’ example. Every time the study- ing gets a little rough, King takes off for Creakeport Park--to study of course. Says King, it’s "quiet there and cool.""}

Have you heard about the Peanut Dictionary yet? Well, it seems that Professor MADDUX had his classes a few years ago to eat some Peanut, save the shells and then for a dictionary, the masterpieces were so bad, that the professor was poorly lacking. It followed that they called it "Peanut Dictionary."

Overheard in MISS WILMA JEMISON’S Spanish class: "May I be excused from rosaline today? I have a sore throat and can barely speak English, much less Spanish."

by Roger Knaas

Here are a few ideas on what to dress men on the campus and off campus. You will be getting in the days to come.

At the S&Q? Well, you’ll have to come down and see the bowler hats, the pile hats and the block er size blazers. Also, the black sports jacket with the pick black and pick stripes.

You should take a look at the sports store at CAMPUS TO- GO down at the S&Q. They are charging the same for charcoal black suits with light blue and light blue stripes, interchange.

We just got in a new shipment of these suits last week. They are Arrow button-down shirts with the charcoal, blue and blue stripe. They really look sharp when teamed up with charcoal black and charcoal brown.

Something new in ties. You all liked the red stripe ties to well that the factory has been putting out the same color ties reversed. It gives them a much darker shade and gives you a larger selection in red stripe ties.

A bunch of our alumni were in the store buying their college ties. Seems SLOAN, TONY SMITH, JIM JORDAN, BILL WILSON, HOWARD SEN- DER and others were in last Saturday. You can see LARRY HUTSON’s new charcoal black tie--BILL NEEDHAM’s new charcoal blue tie.

BOBBY HOPE has a new white and white PAT GILLIES is a new blue and white.

RICHARD WELCH, BILL WAGNER, BILL MEAUL, EUGENEARTLETT, and JOHN CLELAND have new suits or sport costs from the S&Q.

All you girls that thought that you couldn’t buy any clothes at the S&Q--well, that’s what you get for not coming. I hope just recently started carrying Pendleton sportswear separate from the rest. They are really beautiful, so why don’t you look them over and pick some that suit you. I’m sure you will like them, by the way, your guys don’t forget to get your new ties, handkerchiefs--especially since yours are all worn. We got a pair of clip-on tie clips and cuff links in a new style.

JOHN POLA and RAYMOND SPRULL were down there the other day--know where the other day browed around those charcoal suits and striped ties.

Well, I’ll set back better. See you next issue.

adv. 

Huh? I heard! While JACQUELINE VANNEY was on that little trip to Camp Condorosa in Norway she fried up a good little meal. Seems like that Norwegians write with fire, you know. Seems as if she sent the essay. (Anyway, guess that breakfast really stuck to her ribs!)"

Nowadays the question is do we eat or die. With PAT CAMPBELL’s dyed, Pat’s original strawberry blonde hair, and with dark red, red red with bangs of original blonde, and dark red with bangs of original black, that’s taken to the new fashions!